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A few assorted comments, really
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LBNL EIC past involvement:
     1. Make and establish EIC science case (Feng, Ernst),
     2. Forward/backward tracking (Barbara, Ernst, Yue Shi, students),
     3. One LBNL supported LDRD (Spencer et al.),

  - STAR-light evolved to eSTAR-light,
  - some effort related to Si-based tracking, jet-studies,

 4. eRD16 (Barbara, Ernst, Yue Shi)
 5. EIC User Group roles (Barbara, Ernst) 

My take on current status:
      1. Some EIC timelines will be much sooner than many have internalized,
      2. Real opportunity to “think big” in terms of tracking,

Near-term plans:
       1. eRD16 effort will simulate all-Si tracker performance,
                 - (some) overlap with SIDIS and jet studies, displaced vertices,
       2. eSTAR-light and related effort will continue,
       3. Stated interest in fast-sensor development,
       4. Real need (and strengths) for integration,
       5. Future EICUG roles to be seen.

LBNL/my closing slide from our September 2019 meeting
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1. eRD16 simulation effort - work shown here by Yue Shi

challenge: go beyond single-track observables.
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1, 4. eRD16 simulation effort - work shown here by Yue Shi

challenge: investigate an all-silicon tracking concept,
                 explore infrastructure impact on physics.
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1, 4. eRD16 simulation effort

challenge: go beyond single-track observables,
                 directly relevance to resolutions for spin physics,
                 and synergistic with other studies (charm, jets).
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Heavy-flavor in the EIC high-energy writeup, for example:
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What did HERA do (technically)?
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What did HERA do (technically)?
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1, 4. eRD16 simulation effort - work shown here by Yue Shi

challenge: path forward, EIC-root is end-of-life.
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1, 4. eRD16 early result(s) - work shown here by Yue Shi

Confirms single-track studies that concluded that the
       inner-barrel is determining tagging-performance.
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Yue Shi took it a step further for his DNP talk

challenge: the work ahead ;-).
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LBNL hardware / R&D development(s) - Leo Greiner
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LBNL hardware / R&D development(s) - Leo Greiner
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LBNL hardware / R&D development(s) - Leo Greiner

challenge: integrate with eRD16, eRD18, and YR
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LBNL EIC past involvement:
     1. Make and establish EIC science case (Feng, Ernst),
     2. Forward/backward tracking (Barbara, Ernst, Yue Shi, students),
     3. One LBNL supported LDRD (Spencer et al.),

  - STAR-light evolved to eSTAR-light,
  - some effort related to Si-based tracking, jet-studies,

 4. eRD16 (Barbara, Ernst, Yue Shi)
 5. EIC User Group roles (Barbara, Ernst)

My take on current status:
      1. Now is the time,
      2. Opportunity to “think big” in terms of tracking continues to exist,

Near-term plans:
       1. eRD16 effort is simulating all-Si tracker performance,
                 - (some) overlap with SIDIS and jet studies, displaced vertices, YR
       2. eRD16 and eRD18 intend to proceed as a consortium; inclusive.
       3. Reasonably well-integrated in and aligned with Yellow-Report effort,
       4. Anticipate EIC User Group roles going forward.


